
Nov 16-20

Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Sixth 

Grade
Teacher: 6th Grade 
Barr, Burford, Gawlak, 
Lesnicka Room: 262, 264, 266, 268 Date: November 16-20

Learning Plan Expectations
Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. 
every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for 
turning in each assignment (ex: email your 
teacher, submit through Google classroom, 
share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

Subject MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Literacy/Social Studies 
Synchronous

All the Lovely Bad Ones, p. 158-175 All The Lovely Bad Ones, 176- end of book No School - Parent Teacher Conference Day
All the Lovely Bad Ones chapters 12-20 
quiz All the Lovely Bad Ones novel test

Vocabulary Unit 7 teaching slides
A Day in the Life of an Ancient Athenian 
Video

Nonfiction Guided Reading - main ideas 
and supporting details

Nonfiction Guided Reading - main ideas 
and supporting details

Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus, chapters 31 
and 32

Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus, 
chapters 33 and 34

Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus 
chapters 35 and 36

Insignificant Events in the life of a 
Cactus, chapters 37-40

A Day in the life of an Ancient Roman 
video

Literacy/Social Studies
Asynchronous 

Cesar and the Senate SS reading Vocabulary Unit 7 part 1 Vocabulary Unit 7 part 2 Vocabulary Unit 7 quiz

Math 
Synchronous

Module 5 Operations with Decimals Module 5 Operations with Decimals Module 5 Operations with Decimals Module 5 Operations with Decimals

Dividing Whole Numbers Dividing Whole Numbers Applying Operations with Rational Numbers Applying Operations with Rational Numbers
- estimating quotients - estimating quotients - interpreting a word problem - interpreting a word problem
- using long division - using long division -converting fractions and decimals to solve 

problems
-converting fractions and decimals to solve 
problems

- dividing with a remainder - dividing with a remainder -solve word problems involving multiplication 
and division of fractions and decimals

-solve word problems involving multiplication 
and division of fractions and decimals

Math  
Asynchronous 

#1 Dividing Whole Numbers #2 Dividing Whole Numbers 5.5 Operations with Rational Numbers 5.5 Operations with Rational Numbers

Science Synchronous Final information about Elisa, students find out the diagnosis for 
Elisa.

The Warm-Up reinforces the idea that oxygen 
molecules, as well as glucose molecules, are needed to 
release energy in cells.

To set the stage for today's focus on cellular growth 
and repair, students use the Metabolism Simulation 
to observe what happens with amino acid 
molecules in the cells of the body.

In order to prepare for today's reading, students 
activate prior knowledge, considering their initial 
ideas about how cellular respiration might be 
different for elite athletes.

A message from Dr. Walker presents the possible claims about Elisa's 
condition and motivates students to begin thinking about diagnosing 
Elisa.

2: Observing a Chemical Reaction: Students have a 
tactile experience with substances that combine to 
release energy. This reaction provides an analogy for 
how cellular respiration releases energy in the cells.

Reading About Cellular Growth and Repair : 
Students read about the processes related to cellular 
growth and repair in the cells, deepening their 
understanding of the role of protein and amino acid 
molecules in the human body.

Active Reading of article and by reading about 
how metabolism is altered in the illegal process of 
blood doping, students practice their Active 
Reading skills and deepen their understanding of 
metabolism.

Analyzing Elisa's Test Results: A jigsaw discussion allows students to 
articulate and share what they each know about their conditions prior 
to analyzing Elisa's data and diagnosing her condition.

3: Reading About Cellular Respiration: Students learn 
more about the chemical reaction that releases energy 
in the cells of the body by reading an article.

Students create a new model of what is happening 
in a healthy cell, which incorporates their 
understanding of cellular respiration, growth, and 
repair.

Writing an Argument to Support a Diagnosis: Students apply their 
argumentation skills and knowledge about metabolism to produce a 
written argument supporting their diagnosis of Elisa's condition.

Observing Cellular Respiration in the Sim: Students 
learn about cellular respiration in another modality; 
they observe the conversion of glucose and oxygen 
into water and carbon dioxide in the Sim.

Students apply their understanding of cellular 
growth and repair to their patient, Elisa, by 
responding to a writing prompt.

Students express initial ideas about the connection between Elisa's 
diabetes and her tiredness, preparing them for this chapter's focus on 
energy release in the body.

Reflecting on Cellular Respiration: Through 
discussion with partners, students reflect on their new 
understanding of cellular respiration and connect these 
concepts to their patient, Elisa.

A poll, which students will revisit at the end of the lesson, targets 
common misconceptions about how the body releases energy.
An engaging physical activity helps students observe directly how 
body systems (circulatory and respiratory) respond to increased 
energy demands.

Science Asynchronous Gathering Evidence from the Sim: Through a series of controlled 
tests, students discover that glucose and oxygen molecules are needed 
in the cells for energy release.

A video about the seventeenth-century scientist, 
Sanctorius, provides an engaging perspective on 
cellular respiration. Students also apply ideas about 
cellular respiration to explain Elisa’s condition.

Students have an opportunity to apply what they've 
learned about body systems and cellular respiration 
as they read about what's happening in the bodies 
of a pair of rock climbers.

Students have an opportunity to learn about how 
body systems work differently in organisms other 
than humans.

Students discuss how the evidence they've collected in the lesson 
supports the claim that glucose and oxygen are needed for energy 
release in the body. Question to follow about the video.
Students use the Sim to gather more evidence supporting the idea that 
glucose and oxygen are needed for energy release.

Homework: Read the Big Climb and Blood Doping 
articles and annotate article

Enrichment Activities  
Asynchronous 

Math Edgenuity Math Edgenuity Math Edgenuity Math Edgenuity 

Enrichment Activities  
Asynchronous 

266 - Health (11 - 11:30) 264- Health (11- 11:30) 262 - Health (11- 11:30) 268- Health (11- 11:30)
Reading Edgenuity Reading Edgenuity Reading Edgenuity Reading Edgenuity

Group A sessions

Student Engagement

Synchronous
Students/Families, your child will be logged into 

their Google Meet Session during these times.

Asynchronous
Students/Families, your child will be 

engaged in independent work, 
conferencing with the teacher, 

working with a teacher assistant, 
receiving feedback during these times. Media Arts Google Meets for all 6th grades

8:30-8:40 
Attendance & Calm Classroom

8:40-9:00 Academic Enrichment 262 - https://meet.google.
com/lookup/bwg772e446?authuser=0&hs=179

9:00-9:40 Period 1 264 - https://meet.google.com/lookup/fyttcbiu6w?
authuser=0&hs=179

https://meet.google.com/lookup/fyttcbiu6w?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/fyttcbiu6w?authuser=0&hs=179


Nov 16-20

Student Engagement 9:40-10:00 Period 1 265 - https://meet.google.
com/lookup/gxy427wuvh?authuser=0&hs=179

10:00-10:40 Period 2 268- https://meet.google.com/lookup/hfwvds4nhm?
authuser=0&hs=179

10:40-11:00 Period 2

11:00-11:30 Academic Enrichment

11:30-12:15 Lunch/Recess
12:15-12:25 Academic Enrichment
12:25-12:55 Specials 12:55-1:25 Specials
1:25-2:05 Period 3 2:05-2:25 Period 3
2:25-3:05 Period 4 3:05-3:30 Period 4

Remote Learning 
Supports

Turning in Work Office Hours Log In Information

Google Classroom via Google Documents, Forms, and Slides Asynchronous Times and Academic 
Enrichments times Students log into their Google account on their Chromebooks

Amplify Science login via Google Account
Literacy / SS: Mr. Barr / Mr. Burford Clever account via Google Chrome email and password

Science: Mrs. Lesnicka

Math: Mrs. Gawlak

* Register for Parent Portal to monitor student progress.

https://meet.google.com/lookup/gxy427wuvh?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gxy427wuvh?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/hfwvds4nhm?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/hfwvds4nhm?authuser=0&hs=179

